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A FIXED-POINT free map f: X + X is said to be colorable with k colors if there exists a closed cover V of 
X consisting of k elements uch that CnflC) = 0 for every C in V. It is shown that each fixed-point free involution 
of a paracompact Hausdorff space X with dimX I n can be colored with n + 2 colors. Each fixed-point free 
homeomorphism of a metrizable space X with dimX 5 n is colorable with n + 3 colors. Every fixed-point free 
continuous elfmap of a compact metrizable space X with dim X I n can be colored with n + 3 colors. Copyright 
0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Variations of the following theorem of Lusternik and Schnirelmann [4] will be discussed. 
THEOREM 1. Let z : 9 + 55” be the antipodal map of the n-dimensional sphere sn. In each 
family of n + 1 closed sets covering S” at least one set contains a pair of antipodal points 
(x9 4x)}. 
The antipodal map is an example of an involution, a homeomorphism which is its own 
inverse. Our first result deals with involutions. By the theorem of Lusternik and Schnirel- 
mann it follows that the result is sharp. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space with dimX I n. Suppose that z is 
a fixed-point free involution of X. Then there exists a closed cover { C1, . . . , C,} of X with 
k I n + 2 such that no Ci contains a pair {x,1(x)}, i = 1, . . . , k. 
The function dim is the covering dimension. It is convenient to introduce some 
terminology from combinatorics, cf. [3]. 
Dejinition 3. Let f: X + X be a fixed-point free map. We say that f can be colored with 
k colors or that f is colorable with k colors if there is a closed cover %? = {C,, . . . , C,} with 
k sets such that no Ci contains a pair of {x, f (x)} or, equivalently, Ci n f (Ci) = 0 for each 
i = 1, . . . , k. The elements of % are called colors and we shall say that V is a coloring off: 
Thus Theorem 2 states that every involution of a paracompact Hausdorff space X with 
dim X I n can be colored with n + 2 colors. By raising the number of colors by one, we can 
extend this result to arbitrary fixed-point free homeomorphisms on metrizable spaces. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a metrizable space with dim X 5 n. Then every jixed-point free 
homeomorphism of X onto itself can be colored with n + 3 colors. 
The upper bound is sharp for n = 0 and for odd n. Theorem 4 with the upper bound 
2n + 3 was obtained for paracompact Hausdorff spaces in [S, 81. For easy reference we 
state this as follows. 
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THEOREM 5. Every fixed-point free homeomorph~sm of a smite-dimensionul paracompact 
Hausdorff space onto itself can be colored with jinitely many colors. 
Our final result is the extension of Theorem 4 to fixed-point free continuous maps. 
However, this requires extra conditions on the space. 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a compact metrizabie space with dim X I n. Everyjxed-point free 
continuous map of X to itself can be colored with n + 3 colors. 
It is easily seen that every fixed-point free continuous map of a compact Hausdor~space 
to itself can be colored with finitely many colors. Theorem 6 with the upper bound 2n + 3 
appeared in [ 10,121. 
Related work has been done by Blasczyk and Vermeer [2] and Krawczyk and Steprgns 
[9]. Some of the earlier work was motivated by the question whether the Tech-Stone 
extension j?fof a fixed-point free continuous map fis fixed-point free. For normal spaces 
this question is equivalent o the question whether the map admits a finite coloring. 
Examples 7. The following examples may illustrate the results of the paper. 
(1) Let (r : (1,2,3) -+ f 1,2,3) be a cyclic permutation on three elements. It is easily seen 
that each coloring of this map has at least three colors. 
(2) Let p : S’ -+ S” be the rotation through 120 degrees. Each coloring of this map has at 
least four colors. In general, each coloring of a map of period three of a connected 
space has at least four colors. 
(3) In [ 1 l] it is proved that on an odd-dimensional sphere S” any fixed-point free map of 
period 3 requires at least n i- 3 colors. This shows that the upper bound n + 3 is 
sharp for odd n. 
(4) In [9] an example is presented that shows that Theorem 4 cannot be extended to 
arbitrary continuous maps. Let P be the subset of N”, endowed with the product 
topology, defined as 
P = (Xiii E N, Xi+1 > Xi)* 
The shift or :P -+ P is defined as pi = (xi+ l)i. The shift has no (finite) coloring, 
see [9]. 
(5) In the present paper upper bounds of colorings are discussed. In [7], Hopf has 
studied lower bounds on the n-sphere. 
2. PROOFS 
Recall the following facts. If d = (Ai i i E I) and $z?? = (I& / i E 1) are covers of X, then 
B is called a shrinking of d if Bi c Ai, for every i e i. Every open cover of a normal space 
has a closed shrinking. For every topological space X, dim X 5 n if and only if every finite 
open cover of X has an open shrinking of order at most y1 + 1. 
2.1. Coloring involutions 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let 1 be a fixed-point free involution of a paracompact space X with 
dim X I n. By Theorem 5 there exists a finite coloring x = (Ki 11 < i I k} of 1. In 
a standard fashion, there is an open collection 0 = {Oi 11 _< i s kj such that Ki c Oi and 
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1(0i)~Oi=~,for1~iIk.AsdimXIn,COhasanopenshrinking~={UillIiIk} 
such that ord % 2 n + 1. Let g = {Ci 11 5 i I k) be a closed shrinking of %!. It is clear that 
V is a coloring of 1. 
Suppose that k > n + 2. We shall reduce the number of colors to n + 2. For each x in 
Ck, I(X) is contained in at most n + 1 colors Ci, as ord%? I n + 1. Therefore there exists an 
index j(x) I IZ + 2 and an open neighborhood I/jcx,(x) of x, such that Ajax, c Uk and 
l(vj(x,(x))n cjCx) = 0. The collection v = { l/j(x,(x) 1 x E C,} has a locally finite closed refine- 
ment w‘ = (Ws 1 s E S>, which covers Ck. For each set W,, we choose a neighborhood 
T/icx,(x) which contains W, and put j(s) = j(x). Define Fj = U { W, 1 j(s) = j>, Dj = FjUCj for 
j= 1, . . . . k - 1. We claim that the 9 = {Dj I 1 I j I k - l} is a coloring of 1. Each Dj is the 
union Cj and the closed subset of Fj of Uk. Obviously both Cjnl(Cj) and Fjnl(Fj) are 
empty. The intersection Cj nt(Fj) is empty by definition of Fj. Finally Z(Cj) n Fj = 0, because 
it is the image under z of the empty set Cjnt(Fj). It follows that Djnt(Dj) = @J for 
j = 1, . . . , k - 1. We have reduced the number of colors by one, under the assumption that 
this number is greater than n + 2. Inductively, the coloring of 1 can be reduced to a coloring 
by n + 2 colors. q 
Only at one point in the previous proof we made use of the fact that z is an involution: 
each point x in Ck was given a new color and the new color had to be different from the 
colors of l(x). For a general homeomorphism h, the color of x must be different from that of 
both h(x) and h-‘(x). Therefore, if we want to adapt the proof of Theorem 2 for arbitrary 
fixed-point free homeomorphisms, we have to restrict the number of the sets that contain 
h(x) or h-‘(x). 
2.2, Coloring homeomorphisms 
In this subsection we prove Theorem 4. We need some results from dimension theory. 
The proofs of the two following propositions can be found in [l]. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose that X is a metrizable space. Let Z be a subspace with 
dim Z I n. Thenfor every pair of disjoint closed subsets F and G there is a partition S between 
F and G with dim(SnZ) I n - 1. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let { Yk : k E N} be a collection of F,-subsets of a metrizable space X. 
Suppose that dim Yk = nk 2 0 for k in N. Then there exists an F,-set Z of X such that 
dimZ = 0 and dim(Y,\Z) = nk - 1 fork in N. 
The following is the key lemma. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose X is a metrizable space with dim X I n and f is a homeomorphism of 
X onto itself Let cp, with or without subscript, denote one of the maps f and id. Suppose that 
9 = {Si: i E N} is a family of closed subsets of X such that 
dim(cpi,(Si,)n ... nqix(Si,)) 5 n - k 
whenever iI < ... < ik and 1 I k I n + 1. Then for each pair of disjoint closed subsets of 
F and G of X there is a partition S between F and G such that 
dim(cpi,(Si,)n ... ncpi,_,(Si,_,))ncp(S)) I n - k 
whenever iI < ... < ik-l and 1 I k < n + 1. 
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ProoJ Let Xk = U{{pi,(Si,)n ... nqi,(S,)lil < ... < ik) for k = 1, . . . ,n. Write 
X0 = X. Note that Xk is an F,-subset of X. Let Yk = Xk uf - ‘(Xk). By the Sum Theorem of 
dimension theory we have dim Yk _< n - k. By Proposition 9 there is a subset 2 of X with 
dimZ=Oanddim(Yk\Z)<n-k-lfork=O,l, .., , n. By Proposition 8 there is a parti- 
tions S between F and G in X such that SnZ = 0. So we have 
and 
f-‘((%,(Si,)n *.. n%_,(&_,)n.f(S)) cf-‘(Xk-~)\Z c Yk-~\z 
whenever i1 < ... < ik_ 1 and 1 I k I n + 1 hold, and the lemma follows. q 
In particular, we need this lemma in the case that k = n + 1. Therefore, we restate 
Lemma 10 as follows. 
LEMMA 11. Let X be a metrizable space with dim X I n and let f be a homeomorphism of 
X onto itselJ: Let q, with or without subscript, denote one of the maps f and id. Let 
~={U~~l~i~m} be an open cover of X. Suppose X={KiIlIiIm) is a closed 
shrinking of a. Then there exists a closed cover 3 = {Li 11 I i I m> of X such that 
Ki c Li c Ui, for i = 1, . . . , m, and 
cPi,(aLi,)n ... nVin+,(aLin+l) = 0 
whenever 1 d iI < ... < in+, < m. 
Proof: The proof is by induction. Write L1 = ICI. Suppose that for some index 
m. closed sets Li are defined for i < m. such that the family (8Li 11 I i I m. - l} has the 
property 
dim(cpi,(aLi,)n ... nqix(C?JLit)) I n - k (1) 
whenever 1 I iI < ... <ik~mo-landl~k~n+l. 
The closed sets Km0 and X\U,, are disjoint. By Lemma 10 there exists a partition 
S between K,O and X \U,,,, such that the formula (1) still holds for the family 
{aLi 11 I i I m. - l}u{S}. Now X\S is the disjoint union of two open sets V and W such 
that K,O c I/ and X \ U,, c W. Define L,, = cl I/. 0 
Another ingredient of the proof of Theorem 4 is the following notion. 
DeJnition 12. Let %? be a covering of a topological space X. We say that a covering 
2 is a reduction of x if it is a closed shrinking of % and if any two elements L1 and Lz of 
2’ only have boundary points in common: L, nL, = aLlnaL2. 
There is the following elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose that 3? = { Ki I 1 < i I k) is a finite closed cover of a topological 
space X. Let Li = C~(K~\{K,UK~U 1.. UKi- I}). Then the coElection 3 = {Li I 1, . . . , k} has 
the following properties. 
(1) 2 is reduction of A’-. 
(2) If dLi,naLi2 n ... nLi_ # 8, then aKi, naKi2n ... ndKi,_, # 0 whenever 
1 I iI < ... < i, < k. 
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Proof: To prove (2) suppose that XE 8Li,n8L,,n 11. ndLim for some 
l<i+ ... < i, I k. In particular, x E Lin and therefore x cannot be contained in the 
interior of any Ki for i < i,. However, x is contained in the Ki, for j < m and the results 
follows. q 
Suppose that the family %’ of this lemma colors a map h. Then the collection 9’ also 
colors h. In view of statement (l), if an element x has more than one color, it is contained in 
the boundary of these colors. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let h : X -+ X be a fixed-point free homeomorphism of a metrizable 
space X with dim X I n. By Theorem 5 there exists a finite coloring .$J = (Ki ( 1 I i I k) of 
h. There is an open cover % = { Ui 11 < i I k}, such that Kj c Uj and h(Uj)nUj = 0 for all 
1 < j < k. Apply Lemma 11 with f = h2. So, let cp, with or without subscript, denote one of 
the maps h2 and id. There exists a closed cover $R = (Li 11 I i < k} such that Ki c Li c Ui, 
for i = 1, . . . , k, and 
4oi,(3b,)n **’ nCoin+,(aLin+l) = 0 (2) 
whenever 1 I il < ... < in+l _ < k. Let V = (CiI 1 I i I k) be the restriction of 9. 
Suppose that k > n + 3. Step by step, we reduce the number of colors to n + 3. Consider 
an element x E Ck. Let (C,Ij I m>, with m I k - 1, be the collection of all elements in 
V which contain at least one of the elements h-‘(x) and h(x). Then 
where vi, is one of the maps h2 and id. Suppose qij = h2 for p indices ij and vi, = id for 
q indices ij. Note that p + q = m. By Lemma 13 it follows that h(x) E h2(aLij) for at least 
p - 1 indices and h(x) E aLij for at least q - 1 indices. By formula (2) 
whence m I n + 2. 
(p-l)+(q-l)=m-22rr 
For each x E Ck, there exists an index j(x) I n + 3 and an open neighborhood 
V+,(X) c Uk of X, such that both h(~j~~~(x))nC~~~~ and h-‘~j~~~(x))nCj~~~ are empty. The 
collection .V = (I/itx,(x) 1 x E C,> has a locally finite closed refinement ^ lli = (IV, 1 s E S>, 
which covers Ck. For each set W,, we choose a neighborhood Vjcx,(X) which contains 
W, and put j(s) = j(x). Define Fj = U { W, 1 j(s) = j>, Dj = FjUCj for j = 1, . . . , k - 1. In 
a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 2 it is shown that $8 = (Ojll <j I k - l} is 
a coloring of E. 
We have reduced the number of colors by one, under the assumption that this number is 
greater than n + 3. Inductively, the coloring of X with respect to z can be reduced to 
a coloring by rr + 3 colors. 
Example 7, no. 4 shows that Theorem 4 cannot be extended to continuous maps. For 
continuous maps, our proof of Theorem 4 breaks down at two points. The first problem is 
that Theorem 5 can be extended only to closed maps with bounded fiber [S]. The second 
problem is that Lemma 10 does not hold for continuous maps. However, it is known that in 
case the topological space is compact, continuous maps require as many colors as homeo- 
morphisms [lo]. For completeness ake we give the argument, cf. [12]. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let f: X -+ X be a map on a compact space such that dimX I n. 
First we prove the theorem in case f is surjective. The inverse limit of the sequence with 
bonding map f is Y = ( (xi>i 1 i E N, xi =f(xi+ I>f. Note that Y is a compact metrizable 
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space with dim Y I n. The map F: Y + Y is defined as F((Xi)i) = (f(xt))i. AS F is 
a homeomorphism on Y, it can be colored by n + 3 colors: ‘22 = { Ci 11 5 i 5 n + 3). The 
projection of Y on the jth coordinate space is denoted Rj. Sincefis surjective, so is “j. The 
projection nj(%) is a closed cover of X. For fixed index i, the preimages rc,: ‘(Zj(Ci)) form 
a descending sequence with intersection 0 (rri ‘(rcj(C,)) 1 j E lW> = Ci. For sufficiently large j, 
~,~‘(~j(Ci))nF(~i’(‘ltj(Ci)) = 8. Since f 0 nj = Zjo F, it follows that 7lj(Ci)nf(~j(Ci)) = 8. 
So, the projection 7ti(%‘) is a coloring off: 
Now we consider the case in which fis an arbitrary continuous map. The kernel of fis 
definedasK = n{fj(X)ljE N}.Themapf:K -+ K is surjective. By the first result, fcan be 
colored by n + 3 colors: %? = {Ci 11 I i I n + 3). In X there is an open collection 
9’.!={Uill<iIn+3} such that CicUi andf(Ui)nUi=& for i=l,...,n+3. The 
union U of @ is a neighborhood of K. For k sufficiently large, fk(X) is contained in U. So, 
{ f-‘(vi) I 1 I i I n + 3) is an open cover of X, which has the property that 
f -“( Vi) nf(f-k( Vi)) = 0. A closed shrinking of this cover is a coloring off by n + 3 colors. 
Remark 14. Recently Van Hartskamp [6] showed that in Theorem 4 and Theorem 6 the 
condition of metrizability can be dropped. 
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